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(54)    Vial and cartridge reading device providing audio feedback for a blood glucose monitoring 
system 

(57) A device (30) for reading the labeled contents 
of an insulin container (50,51) and then providing an au- 
dible message informing the user of the labeled con- 
tents. The device includes a recessed surface (44), such 
as a cylindrical well, into which an insulin container is 
insertable by a vision impaired person. An optical scan- 
ner (66) or reader reads a code (53) furnished as part 

of the labeling on the inserted insulin container. A mi- 
crocomputer (59) compares the read code to known 
code patterns and a speech output is generated as to 
the type of insulin within the container. The speech out- 
put is broadcast over a speaker (65) so as to be audible 
to a listener. The device may be integrated into a blood 
glucose sensor, or furnished in a unit that may assemble 
to an existing blood glucose sensor. 
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Description 

The present invention pertains to blood glucose 
sensors or monitors for analyzing a blood droplet and 
outputting to the user a blood glucose reading, and, in 
particular, to a blood glucose sensor having an audio 
feedback. 

Blood glucose sensors are well known in the art. 
Recently, sensors have been developed to include au- 
dio output to aid patients in monitoring their own glucose 
levels despite their vision loss. Such sensors have been 
called talking glucometers. One leading sensor is com- 
mercially available from Boehringer Mannheim Diag- 
nostics, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana, under the trade 
name Accu-Chek® II Freedom System. In this device, 
a user deposits a drop of blood onto a test strip pad with 
the aid of a finger guide. The device optically senses the 
blood and outputs the audio instruction "Press the timer 
button." After the timer button has been pushed, a visual 
and audio blood glucose reading is communicated to the 
patient. The entire system is housed in a single unit. An- 
other audio blood glucose monitoring system is com- 
mercially available from Home Diagnostics, Inc., Eaton- 
town, New Jersey, under the trade name Diascan Part- 
ner. Like the Accu-Chek® II, this system is housed in a 
single unit and includes a voice module for providing 
messages on calibration and glucose readings. 

Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly"), a world leader in the 
production of insulin products, produces a number of dif- 
ferent types of insulin to enable patients to better simu- 
late their own natural glucose curves over the course of 
a day. For example, Lilly produces Humulin® R, Humu- 
lin® N, Humulin® L, Humulin® U, Humulin® 50/50, and 
Humulin® 70/30. A container of Lilly insulin typically in- 
cludes a bar code on its label known as the "pharma 
code". This bar code is part of one type of internal se- 
curity check which may be used in the manufacturing 
process to ensure that a specific label matches the con- 
tents of the container on which the label is affixed. Prior 
to the label being applied to a given container, the man- 
ufacturer scans the bar code to verify that an appropriate 
labeling is occurring. 

Each of the Lilly insulin products is designed for a 
particular glucose level and for a particular duration. Of- 
ten, a patient will inject himself/herself with one insulin 
product in the morning and a different insulin product in 
the afternoon and/or evening. Serious adverse medical 
consequences could occur if a patient mistakenly grabs 
the wrong insulin container and injects himself/herself 
with the wrong insulin product (e.g. Humulin® R instead 
of Humulin® U). Accordingly, it is important that the pa- 
tient choose the correct insulin container for use at a 
given time. 

The selection of the correct insulin container is gen- 
erally not a problem for those individuals having good 
eyesight and who can easily read the label on the con- 
tainer. However, for those individuals with limited or no 
vision, a greater risk exists that a misreading or a failure 

to read the label on the container will occur, which in turn 
may result in an inadvertent selection of a wrong con- 
tainer. Because impaired vision is often a result of dia- 
betes, this problem can be significant. 

5 Thus, it is desired to provide a device which aids 
the vision impaired patient in choosing the correct insu- 
lin container for insulin injection. 

The present invention provides a voice synthesizer 
device allowing a visually impaired person or diabetic to 

io independently determine the contents of insulin contain- 
ers. The device first identifies the labeled contents of an 
insulin container, and then generates an audible mes- 
sage to inform the user of the contents. The insulin con- 
tainer includes a readable code, such as a barcode, on 

15 its label. When the bar code is read by an optical scan- 
ner in the device, a voice synthesizer coupled to a 
speaker in the device produces an audible message to 
a user as to the contents of the insulin container. The 
device may be integrated into a blood glucose sensor, 

20 or provided in a unit that assembles to an existing blood 
glucose sensor. 

In one form thereof, the present invention provides 
a device for identifying a labeled content of a medication 
container including a body with a portion shaped to ac- 

25 commodate a container containing a medication, a 
reader arranged to read a medication identifying code 
on the container when the container is positioned at the 
body portion, a controller within the body and circuited 
to the reader to receive a signal from the reader corre- 

30 sponding to the read code, wherein the controller com- 
pares the signal to stored data, a voice synthesizer for 
generating a speech pattern identifying the medication 
in the container responsive to the controller comparing 
the signal and stored data, and a speaker for broadcast- 

's jng the speech pattern to provide an audible message 
to a user of the device. 

In another form thereof, the present invention pro- 
vides an insulin label reading device including a body, 
which is either configured as an adaptor into which a 

40 separate portable blood glucose sensor removably in- 
serts or configured as a housing into which a portable 
blood giucose sensor is integrated, means, within the 
body, for reading an insulin identifying code on an insulin 
container, and means, circuited to the code reading 

^5  means, for providing an audible message to a user iden- 
, tifying a type of insulin labeled by the code as within the 

container. 
In still another form thereof, the present invention 

provides the combination of a medication container 
50 which includes a code arranged on a portion of an ex- 

terior container surface, and a device for identifying a 
labeled content of the medication container. The device 
includes a body including a portion complementarily 
shaped to the medication container, a code reader ar- 

55 ranged to read the code on the container when the con- 
tainer is positioned at the portion, a controller within the 
body and circuited to the code reader to receive a signal 
from the code reader corresponding to the read code, 
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wherein the controller compares the signal to stored da- 
ta, a voice synthesizer for generating a speech pattern 
identifying the medication in the container responsive to 
the controller comparing the signal and stored data, and 
a speaker for broadcasting the speech pattern to pro- s 
vide an audible message to a user of the device. 

One advantage of the present invention is that an 
audible message as to the labeled contents of a medi- 
cation container is provided. 

Another advantage of the present invention is that 10 
its user-friendly design allows its use by a person with 
impaired vision to independently determine the labeled 
contents of a medication container. 

The above mentioned and other advantages and 
objects of this invention, and the manner of attaining is 
them, will become more apparent and the invention itself 
will be better understood by reference to the following 
description of embodiments of the invention taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

20 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a first embodiment of 
the present invention in which a blood glucose mon- 
itor is removably housed within a base unit including 
a vial and cartridge reader of the present invention; 
Fig. 2 is a plan view of the embodiment of Fig. 1 with 25 
the monitor shown removed, and wherein selected 
internal components contributing to the container 
reading and audio output functions are diagram- 
matically shown in dashed lines; 
Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic side view of the embodi- 30 
ment of Fig. 1, wherein select portions of the inven- 
tion are shown in dashed lines; 
Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic front view illustrating the 
placement of bar codes on different types of insulin 
containers; Fig. 5 is a front view of an example of a 35 
bar code for a container label; 
Fig. 6 is a general block diagram of the code scan- 
ning and audio output functions of the present in- 
vention; 
Fig. 7 is a plan view of a second embodiment of a «o 
blood glucose monitoring system of the present in- 
vention; 
Fig. 8 is a plan view of a third embodiment of a blood 
glucose monitoring system of the present invention; 
Fig. 9 is a diagrammatic side view of the system of 45 
Fig. 6, wherein some of the internal components 
and inserted containers are diagrammatically 
shown in dashed lines; 
Fig. 10 is a front perspective view of a fourth em- 
bodiment of a blood glucose monitoring system of so 
the present invention; 
Fig. 11 is a top view of the system of Fig. 10; 
Fig. 12 is a front perspective view of a fifth embod- 
iment of a blood glucose monitoring system of the 
present invention; ss 
Fig. 13 is a front perspective view of a sixth embod- 
iment of a blood glucose monitoring system of the 
present invention; 

Fig. 14 is a front perspective view of a seventh em- 
bodiment of a blood glucose monitoring system of 
the present invention; 
Fig. 15 is a front perspective view of an eighth em- 
bodiment of a blood glucose monitoring system of 
the present invention; 
Fig. 16 is a rear perspectiveview of the system of 
Fig. 15; and . 
Fig. 17 is a front perspective view illustrating anoth- 
er embodiment of a system of the present invention. 

Corresponding reference characters indicate corre- 
sponding parts throughout the several views. Although 
the drawings represent multiple embodiments of the in- 
vention, the drawings are not necessarily to scale and 
certain features may be exaggerated or omitted in se- 
lected drawings in order to better illustrate and explain 
the present invention. 

Referring now to Fig. 1, there is shown a front per- 
spective view of a first embodiment of a blood glucose 
monitoring system of the present invention. The system, 
which is generally designated 25, includes a blood glu- 
cose sensor or monitor 27 with a visual display 29 
mounted within a separate housing or base unit, gener- 
ally indicated at 30. In this system embodiment, base 
unit 30 serves as a voice synthesizer adaptor which fur- 
nishes an existing sensor product with the inventive fea- 
tures of first identifying the labeled contents of an insulin 
container and then broadcasting an audible message to 
a user as to the identity of the contents. The configura- 
tion of sensor 27 shown in Fig. 1 and in the additional 
embodiments conforms to the Accu-Chek® Advan- 
tage™ blood glucose monitor, which is commercially 
available from Boehringer Mannheim Corporation of In- 
dianapolis, Indiana. Except as further explained below, 
additional detail regarding the Advantage™ type moni- 
tor and the associated test strips are not necessary for 
an understanding of the present invention, and therefore 
are omitted herein. Such detail can be found in the Us- 
er's Manual for the Advantage™ type monitor and Unit- 
ed States Patent Nos. 4,963,814,4,999,582,4,999,632, 
and 5,243,516, which are all incorporated herein by ref- 
erence. 

It will be appreciated that with appropriate modifi- 
cation, base unit 30 can be adapted to function with oth- 
er types of existing blood glucose monitors. Alternative- 
ly, rather than being provided within an accessory or 
separate component which retrofits existing monitors as 
shown, the inventive features may be integrated into the 
housing and internal circuitry or workings of a blood glu- 
cose monitor product, including one having other audio 
or visual feedback designs, within the scope of the in- 
vention. Moreover, the explanation herein with refer- 
ence to a blood glucose monitoring system is illustrative 
and not limiting, as the inventive features may find ben- 
eficial application in identifying other types of medica- 
tions within containers. 

Blood glucose monitoring system 25 will be further 
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described with additional reference to Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 
2 is a plan view of system 25 with monitor 27 removed 
from base unit 30 for purposes of illustration, and where- 
in selected components of the internal workings of base 
unit 30 are diagrammatically shown in dashed lines. Fig. 
3 is a diagrammatic side view of system 25 from Fig. 1 
with selected components again shown in dashed lines, 
and with the outlines of two different types of insulin con- 
tainers shown in dashed lines inserted within base unit 
30 in bar code scannable arrangements. 

Base unit 30 includes a main housing or body 32 
made of a washable, durable plastic material which may 
be formed in the shown shape from mating or secured 
together parts. Rubber standoffs (not shown) on the 
base unit bottom surface provide stability during use. 
Two forwardly extending flanges 35 of body 32 each 
have an interior surface contoured to the sides of mon- 
itor 27 and serve to retain monitor 27 on body platform 
37. A guide member 39 is detachably mounted to the 
forward end of body 32. As shown in Fig. 3, the upper 
portion of guide member 39 projects above the height 
of platform 37 and prevents monitor 27 from sliding out 
from an installed or inserted position between flanges 
35. 

Guide member 39 provides tactile guidance to aid 
a vision impaired user in properly inserting and then dos- 
ing a test strip by feel. Guide member 39 includes a 
channel 40 sized and configured to guide a test strip 26 
(see Fig. 3) during its insertion into blood sample insert 
port 28 of monitor 27. When test strip 26 is properly in- 
serted into port 28, ridges 42 align with an opening in 
the test strip whereat a droplet of blood is to be applied. 
Guide member 39 may be removably attached to body 
32 in a variety of ways. For example, guide member 39 
may include a downwardly opening hollow, defined by 
a keyed interior surface, which fits over a complemen- 
tarily designed lip forwardly projecting from body 32. 
Guide member 39 and the projecting body lip may be 
provided with mating latching elements, such as a rod 
and a cooperating bore, to secure guide member 39 to 
body 32 to limit occasions of inadvertent disassembly. 
Other guide member shapes may be provided in addi- 
tion to the alternate configurations shown herein. For ex- 
ample, the guide member could define a cavity into 
which the tip of a user's finger fits during application of 
the blood droplet. 

Along its top surface, body 32 includes a recessed 
surface, generally designated 44, into which insulin con- 
tainers may be separately introduced for a reading of 
their labeling. As better shown in Figs. 2 and 3, recessed 
surface 44 defines a first cylindrical concavity 46 and a 
second cylindrical concavity 48. Concavity 48 opens in- 
to concavity 46 and extends deeper into body 32 than 
concavity 46. Concavities 46, 48 are shown as well- 
shaped cavities or "wells" particularly sized and shaped 
to accommodate specific types of insulin containers. 

Insulin is conventionally available to users in two dif- 
ferent types of containers. One type is a vial that usually 

6 

contains ten milliliters of liquid insulin. A single-use sy- 
ringe includes a needle that pierces the rubber stopper 
at the top of the vial to draw up the desired amount of 
insulin. Another type of container is a cartridge, primarily 

5 designed for use with multiple dose syringes. Cartridges 
for insulin are often available in two sizes, namely three 
milliliters and one and one-half milliliters. Both vials and 
cartridges are conventionally made of glass. 

Cylindrical concavity 48 has a diameter sized to in- 
io sertably receive the cylindrical end of a three milliliter 

insulin cartridge shown in dashed lines at 50. Cylindrical 
concavity 46 is sized to receive the bottom cylindrical 
end of a ten milliliter insulin vial shown in dashed lines 
at 51. Base unit 30 naturally may be designed to only 

is accommodate one type of container, such as vials which 
have a larger circumference upon which coding may be 
more readily positioned. According to the present inven- 
tion, the label which is affixed to each insulin container 
is provided with a readable code that is used in identi- 

20 tying the contents of the insulin container. As abstractly 
shown in Fig. 4, which is a front view showing the out- 
lines of cartridge 50 and vial 51 as relatively positioned 
when fully inserted into their respective concave wells 
48, 46, a bar code 53 is located on the cylindrical pe- 

25 riphery of each of the containers at a height indicated in 
dashed lines. Bar code 53 will normally be a preprinted 
part of the overall label artwork and be in addition to the 
pharma code. Bar code 53 may alternatively be sepa- 
rate from the overall label and separately affixed or oth- 

30 erwise incorporated into the container. For different con- 
tainers, bar codes 53 are positioned at different heights 
from the container bottoms in conjunction with the dif- 
ferent well depths. As shown in Fig. 4, this positioning 
technique allows the bar codes of both vials and car- 

35 tridges to be read by a common reader or scanner, 
which is indicated at 66 and described further below. 

The type of code used for bar code 53 may be se- 
lected by one of ordinary skill in the art. A suitable bar 
code for use with a four-channel bi-directional bar code 

40 reader includes black bars on a white background. The 
black bars are up to 90% less reflective than the white 
backdrop. The bar code is bi-directional in that it is read- 
able for either direction of container rotation as de- 
scribed below. The top channel of the barcode contains 

<s four bits of information identifying the type of insulin. The 
second channel is the inverse of the top channel and is 
vertically aligned with the top channel. The lower two 
channels are quadrature channels. Each of these chan- 
nels contains one bar that is two bits wide and the ver- 

50 tical alignment of these channels relative to the data 
channels is such that one edge of a bar from one of the 
channels is aligned with the middle of the bar in the data 
channel. The output of the quadrature channels produc- 
es a gray code that changes at the center of the data 

55 bits. 
For a ten milliliter vial, Fig. 5 is an example of how 

a particular pattern, namely 0101, appears on the white 
background of the vial. The bar code includes at least 
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four bits in the top two channels, and is at least approx- 
imately 0.160 inch wide (four bits at 0.040 inch per bit). 
The bar channel height is at least approximately 0.74 
inch (four channels at 0.185 inch per channel). The min- 
imum position of the bar code is approximately 0.230 
inch from the bottom of the ten milliliter vial. 

Referring again to Figs. 2 and 3, connector plug 55 
including circuit pins is cantilevered above base plat- 
form 37. Plug 55 is circuited to the internal electronic 
circuitry or microcomputer of base unit 30 via a connec- 
tor indicated at 57. This microcomputer or internal cir- 
cuitry, which controls the operations of base unit 30, is 
generally referenced as 59 and is abstractly shown in 
the form of a printed circuit board for purposes of illus- 
tration, but may be alternatively configured within the 
scope of the present invention. When monitor 27 is 
mounted to base unit 30, plug 55 inserts into a code key 
slot or compartment within the back of monitor 27 to pro- 
vide an electrical interface between the microcircuitry of 
monitor 27 and base unit 30. In an Advantage™ type 
monitor such as 27, the code key slot normally receives 
a code key or chip included with each container of test 
strips purchased by the user. The code key calibrates 
the monitor for use with a particular set of test strips. In 
the embodiment of Fig. 1, such a code key is shown at 
61 operationally installed in a ROM key port 63 within 
body 32 that is circuited with internal circuitry 59. Code 
key 61 is manually, slidably insertable into port 63 and 
removable therefrom through an opening (not shown) in 
the rear and bottom surface of body 32 that is configured 
similar to the corresponding housing opening of the Ad- 
vantage™ type monitor. 

Insulin bar code reader or scanner 66 is positioned 
at a height within recessed surface 44 at which bar code 
53 will be located when either container 51 or 50 is fully 
inserted into its respective well. Bottom or stop surfaces 
47 and 49, which abut the inserted container ends, are 
arranged at a longitudinal distance from scanner 66 
equal to the distance between the bar code and contain- 
er bottom such that this bar code positioning is 
achieved. Scanner 66 faces radially inward and ports 
through recessed surface 44 so as to open into the con- 
tainer wells to read bar code 53. Scanner 66 is circuited 
with internal circuitry 59 by a connector 68 through 
which electrical power and signals are communicated. 

A suitable scanner or bar code reader 66 is an op- 
tical sensor employing IR LEDs and sensors adapted to 
read the black on white bar code. Other types of coop- 
erating codes/readers may alternatively be employed. 
As used herein, the term codes encompasses more 
than merely written or printed indicia such as those hav- 
ing no apparent meaning to the untrained eye, and in- 
cludes comprehensible markings as well as elements 
that mechanically or otherwise engage a complementa- 
rity structured 'reader" to furnish input as to the partic- 
ular container contents. 

Internal circuitry 59 includes a speech controller or 
voice synthesizer circuitry, which may be supplied as an 

integrated computer chip connected to a circuit board. 
Speaker 72 is circuited to voice synthesizer 59 with not 
shown conductors and broadcasts the speech pattern 
output by voice synthesizer 59 to convey an audible 

s message to a user. Not shown apertures provided 
through the portion of the bottom panel of base unit body 
32 covering speaker 72 facilitate sound transmission. 

A power supply for base unit 30 is supplied inde- 
pendent of the normal battery for monitor 27. A battery 

10 74, such as a nine volt alkaline battery, fits within an in- 
ternal compartment provided in body 32 and is electri- 
cally connected to circuitry 59 with not shown conduc- 
tors to provide suitable electrical energy to base unit 30. 
Rather than using battery power, base unit 30 may be 

is plugged into an AC current source through the use of a 
jack (not shown) provided on body 32. 

The overall structure and operation of blood glu- 
cose monitoring system 25 will be further understood in 
view of the following explanation of its utilization. Base 

20 unit 30 may be operated to identify container contents 
when monitor 27 is not provided, or when monitor 27 is 
installed and used for its blood glucose testing capabil- 
ities. Base unit 30 is turned on by manually rotating com- 
bination ondial 76 shown in Fig. 1. The volume level of 

25 speaker 72 can be controlled by the degree of rotation 
of dial 76 from its off position as is conventional. If mon- 
itor 27 is installed as shown in Fig. 1, turning on base 
unit 30 automatically turns on monitor 27. The micro- 
computer with voice synthesizer 59 and speaker 72 may 

30 be programmed to cooperate with monitor 27 to supply 
speech output appropriate for the normal operations of 
monitor 27. For example, prompts suitable to help a vi- 
sion impaired user perform a blood glucose test with 
monitor 27 and test strip 26 may be broadcast. In addi- 

35 tion, all available Advantage™ type monitor function in- 
dicators, error messages, control results, test results, 
and memory results with corresponding date and time 
may be broadcast. 

To utilize the insulin container contents identifying 
40  feature, a user inserts an insulin container into either 

well 46 or 48 as appropriate. It will be recognized that 
the well-shaped recess guides even the most visually 
impaired user in properly inserting by feel the container 
to be read by scanner 66. To facilitate explanation, the 

45  following explanation will assume a labeled vial is the 
insulin container to be read. In some circumstances, the 
insertion into well 46 may be in response to an audible, 
instructional prompt of "insert vial" broadcast by speaker 
72 in response to a command by microcomputer 59. Be- 

so  cause a sight impaired user will typically be unable to 
assure a proper alignment of bar code 53 with scanner 

'  66, the invention is designed such that the rotational ori- 
entation of insulin vial 51 at the time of its insertion does 
not compromise the operation of the system. 

55       After the vial insertion is sensed, such as by an ad- 
ditional microswitch (not shown) at the base of well 46, 
the voice synthesizer of internal circuitry 59 then gener- 
ates a speech output which is broadcast through speak- 

5 
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er 72 as "rotate vial'. In response to this prompt, a user 
rotates or spins vial 51 to effect bar code reading. The 
user may rotate vial 51 within well 46 in either direction 
and still obtain a proper insulin identification due to the 
bi-directional aspect of bar code 53. 5 

With additional reference to the schematic of Fig. 6, 
during vial rotation, scanner 66 reads bar code 53 in a 
process represented at 78. Responsive to its reading 
bar code 53, scanner 66 then outputs a signal at 80 cor- 
responding to the read code. Signal 80 is transmitted io 
through connector 68 and reaches microcomputer 59, 
which compares inputted signal 80 to a number of sep- 
arate, stored patterns associated with various types of 
insulin. For example, sixteen unique patterns, each of 
which corresponds to a different one of Lilly's insulin '5 
products, may be stored. These reference patterns will 
typically be stored in and retrieved from code key 61, 
but may alternatively be stored in and accessed from a 
memory module or circuit provided in internal circuitry 
59. After the inputted signal 80 is compared to the known 
patterns, the voice synthesizer within microcomputer 59 
produces a speech output signal 82 transmitted to 
speaker 72, which broadcasts the signal as an audio 
message or output 84 to be heard by the user. If inputted 
signal 80 was matched to one of the recognized, stored 
patterns, speech output signal 82 causes speaker 72 to 
broadcast an audible message which informs the user 
as to the type of insulin which the label claims to be in 
vial 51. If no match is found, speech output signal 82 
causes the message broadcast by speaker 72 to be that 
a valid bar code was not found and that the insulin vial 
should be re-inserted. If a user misses the message 
broadcast through speaker 72, repeat button 86 (See 
Fig. 1) may be pressed to automatically replay the last 
message broadcast through speaker 72. 

In addition to the numerous system features shown 
and described with reference to the embodiment of Fig. 
1, additional features may be provided to system 25 
within the scope of the present invention. For example, 
base unit 30 may be provided with a button which ac- 
cesses the memory of monitor 27, and which can be 
used to program the monitor. Base unit 30 may include 
a button to change the gender of the voice announcing 
the outputted messages, and a button to change the lan- 
guage of the outputted message, for example from Eng- 
lish to Spanish. In addition to the insulin type, the bar 
code 53 and overall programming and memory of base 
unit 30 could be modified to audibly communicate addi- 
tional information, such as the insulin expiration date. A 
headphone jack, as well as an automatic turn-off feature 
after passage of a finite period of system inactivity, may 
also be furnished. In conjunction with bar code reader 
66, a calibration device may be provided with a fixed 
predetermined bar code for use to insure the function- 
ality of reader 66. 

Referring now to Fig. 7, there is shown a plan view 
of a second embodiment of a blood glucose monitoring 
system 90 of the present invention. System 90 and the 

additional embodiments shown and described below 
are conceptually similar in numerous respects to the 
embodiment of Fig. 1, and each of these embodiments 
includes the label reading and audible label identifying 
features described in greater detail above with refer- 
ence to system 25. Therefore, further description of 
these alternate embodiments primarily focuses on dif- 
ferences between the systems and additional detail per- 
tinent to a further understanding of system 25. As shown 
in dashed lines in Fig. 7, system 90 includes an L- 
shaped printed circuit board 94, with the notch forming 
the "L" providing space within housing or body 92 for 
battery 97. An Advantage™ type blood glucose monitor 
96 is laterally off-set .along the top surface of body 92 
and held within the base unit by flanking flanges 98 and 
guide member 100. As with the embodiment of Fig. 1, 
insulin vials and cartridges are insertably received within 
well shaped receptacles 102 and 103, respectively, 
such that the insulin container bar codes can be 
scanned by reader 105 during container rotation. 

Referring now to Figs. 8 and 9, a third embodiment 
of a blood glucose monitoring system 110 of the present 
invention is illustrated. Fig. 8 is a top view of system 110. 
Fig. 9 is a diagrammatic side view of system 110, where- 
in selected internal components of the system are dia- 
grammatically shown in dashed lines and wherein a vial 
and cartridge are shown in dashed lines positioned with- 
in the system in bar code readable arrangements. The 
top surface of base unit body 114 includes a curved re- 
cess shaped to accommodate both standard size insulin 
vials and cartridges placed therein. The curved recess 
includes a vial receiving recess portion 116 which is gen- 
erally in the shape of a half or partial cylindrical surface. 
Longitudinally extending along the central segment of 
vial recess 116 is a smaller diameter, cartridge receiving 
recess 118. Cartridge recess 118 extends into body 114 
both deeper and further laterally, or to the right in Fig. 8, 
than does vial recess 116. The neck or top portions of 
the insulin containers extend through a notch 120 pro- 
vided in the side face of body 114. Recesses 116, 118 
are contoured to allow different sized cylindricaf contain- 
ers to be inserted or placed on their respective sides 
within body 114. When a user rotates a container within 
the body recess in either a clockwise or counter-clock- 
wise direction from the perspective of a Fig. 9 viewer, 
the container bar code passes before an upwardly fac- 
ing scanner 122, in communication with a microcomput- 
er 124, which is circuited with speaker 126, battery 128, 
and code key 131 by way of key port 130 as described 
with reference to system 25. The end of vial recess 116 
is defined by a partial annular stop surface or shoulder 
134, and cartridge recess 118 includes a stop shoulder 
136, which ensure that the bar codes on the containers 
are properly located above scanner 122 upon the blind 
insertion of the containers. In system 110, a power 
switch 138 is provided separate from volume switch 
140. A separate language button 142 and repeat button 
143 are also shown. 
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Referring now to Figs. 10 and 11, shown are a front 
perspective view and a top view of a fourth embodiment 
of a blood glucose monitoring system of the present in- 
vention. This system includes a base unit body 152 and 
a front lip element 154 that holds Advantage™ type 5 
monitor 156 within the base unit. The back edge or sur- 
face of body 152 includes a vertically aligned, partial cy- 
lindrical recess 158 which is semi-circular in shape in 
top view. A not shown scanner ports through the surface 
defining recess 158 so as to read bar codes on labels *o 
of containers nested and then rotated within recess 158. 
Recess 158 is shown sized to receive a ten milliliter in- 
sulin vial. Recess 158 could be modified to include a 
smaller diameter, cylindrical recess, opening into the 
shown recess and arranged parallel therewith, for is 
standard sized insulin cartridges. As shown in Fig. 11, 
partially projecting below recess 158 is stop member or 
platform 160 upon which vials can be placed or rested. 
Stop member 160 is horizontally extendable from the 
retracted position shown and includes a circular well 161 20 
into which a vial fits when platform 160 is extended. Stop 
platform 160 alternatively may be fixed. Stop platform 
160 and the not shown scanner are a fixed, vertical dis- 
tance apart equal to the longitudinal distance between 
the bottom of a vial and the bar code mounted on the 2s 
vial periphery. In operation, a user spins the vial inserted 
within recess 158 and positioned on platform 160 in or- 
der for the scanner to read the bar code and cause the 
internal componentry to generate an audible message 
as to the labeled contents. 30 

Referring now to Fig. 12, there is shown a fifth em- 
bodiment of a blood glucose monitoring system of the 
present invention. The system includes a base unit body 
169 in which an Advantage™ type monitor 171 is main- 
tained via detachable guide member 173. Along its side 35 
edge, base unit body 169 includes a cylindrical recess 
175 in which an optical scanner 177 circuited to the base 
unit microcomputer is arranged. The base unit includes 
a platform 179 which pivots between a first position be- 
neath the base unit body 169 and a second position, <o 
shown in dashed lines, laterally of the remainder of the 
base unit. The top surface of platform 179 includes a 
circular depression 181 into which the bottom end of an 
insulin vial inserts, and a user can use her hand to rotate 
the container within recess 175 to cause the container 45 
bar code to be read by scanner 177. The side of body 
169 with recess 175 is rounded to facilitate one's hand 
in rotating the container. 

Referring now to Fig. 13, there is shown a front per- 
spective view of a sixth embodiment of a blood glucose so 
monitoring system of the present invention. This system 
includes a base unit body 186 including a portion 188 
which forwardly projects beyond monitor 191. Ridges 
189 in projecting portion 188 are provided for guiding 
test strip 190 into monitor 191 and then dosing test strip ss 
190 with blood. Projecting portion 188 includes a hori- 
zontally aligned, cylindrical recess 193 shaped to re- 
ceive the lower portion of an insulin vial arranged in a 

tipped over or sideways orientation. A not shown bar 
code reader ports into recess 193 to read the vial bar 
code. 

Referring now to Fig. 14, a seventh embodiment of 
a blood glucose monitoring system of the present inven- 
tion is shown in which the recess 199 for accommodat- 
ing insulin containers is centered within the base unit 
body 197 at a location rearward of the installed or as- 
sembled monitor 200. Although not fully shown, recess 
199 includes first and second cylindrical recess portions 
with diameters particularly selected to separately ac- 
commodate vials and cartridges with bar codes read by 
a system scanner. 

Referring now to Figs. 15 and 16, there is shown an 
eighth embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 15 is 
a front perspective view of the inventive embodiment, 
and Fig. 16 is a bottom, rear perspective view of the 
base unit without the blood glucose sensor and with a 
code key or chip shown removed from the base unit. 
Base unit body 207 includes a forwardly projecting por- 
tion 209 extending beyond the front face of monitor 210. 
Forward portion 209 includes a well-shaped recess 212 
provided with a larger cylindrical recess 213 for vials and 
a smaller cylindrical and deeper cartridge recess 214. 
As is shown in Fig. 16, base unit body 207 includes a 
manually pressable repeat button 216, a male/female 
voice selection switch 217, and an on/off/volume dial 
220. Code key 222 is shown removed from base unit 
body 207, and inserts into a not shown ROM key port 
circuited to the base unit microcomputer through open- 
ing 224. Speaker vents 226 are shown below an internal 
speaker through which speech output is broadcast. 

Referring now to Fig. 17, there is shown still another 
alternate embodiment of a voice synthesizer or base 
unit. In this embodiment, guide member 231 is mounted 
to base unit body 234 and spring loaded to an upward 
monitor retaining position. In order to insert monitor 236, 
guide member 231 is manually pressed downward so 
monitor 236 may be slid into base unit body 234 to be 
seated on platform 238. As monitor 236 is so inserted, 
connector plug 240 inserts into the code key slot (not 
shown) of monitor 236 in order to provide an electrical 
interface between the monitor 236 and the base unit. 
When monitor 236 is inserted, guide member 231 auto- 
matically moves upward to an elevation abutting the 
monitor end to prevent monitor 236 from sliding forward 
in Fig. 17. 

While this invention has been described and shown 
as having multiple designs, the present invention may 
be further modified within the spirit and scope of this dis- 
closure. This application is therefore intended to cover 
any variations, uses, or adaptations of the invention us- 
ing its general principles. Further, this application is in- 
tended to cover such departures from the present dis- 
closure as come within known or customary practice in 
the art to which this invention pertains. 
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Claims 

1. A device for identifying a labeled content of a med- 
ication container comprising: 

a body including a portion shaped to accommo- 
date the medication container; 
a reader arranged to read a medication identi- 
fying code on the container when the container 
is positioned at said body portion; 
a controller within said body and circuited to 
said reader to receive a signal from said reader 
corresponding to the read code, said controller 
comparing said signal to stored data; 
a voice synthesizer for generating a speech 
pattern identifying the medication in the con- 
tainer responsive to said controller comparing 
said signal and stored data; and 
a speaker for broadcasting the speech pattern 
to provide an audible message to a user of the 
device. 

2. The device of claim 1 wherein said body portion is 
sized and configured to accommodate a vial. 

3. The device of claim 1 wherein said body portion is 
sized and configured to accommodate a cartridge. 

4. An insulin label reading device comprising: 

a body, said body either configured as an adap- 
tor into which a separate portable blood glu- 
cose sensor removably inserts or configured as 
a housing into which a portable blood glucose 
sensor is integrated; 
means, within said body, for reading an insulin 
identifying code on an insulin container; and 
means, circuited to said code reading means, 
for providing an audible message to a user 
identifying a type of insulin labeled by the code 
as within the container. 

5. The device of claim 4 wherein said code reading 
means comprises a recessed surface of said body 
sized and configured to insertably receive the insu- 
lin container. 

10 
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10. 

11. 

identifying a labeled type of insulin within a contain- 
er comprising: 

a body including a portion shaped to accommo- 
date an insulin container, said portion compris- 
ing a recessed surface; 
a reader arranged to read an insulin identifying 
code on the container when the container is po- 
sitioned at said recessed surface; 
a controller within said body and circuited to 
said reader to receive a signal from said reader 
corresponding to the read code, said controller 
comparing said signal to stored data; 
a voice synthesizer for generating a speech 
pattern identifying the insulin in the container 
responsive to said controller comparing said 
signal and stored data; and 
a speaker for broadcasting the speech pattern 
to provide an audible message to a user of the 
device. 

The device of claim 9 wherein said recessed sur- 
face defines a well-shaped concavity formed in said 
body. 

The device of claim 10 wherein said well-shaped ' 
concavity is generally cylindrical. 

30 
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6. The device of claim 5 wherein said code reading 
means further comprises a bar code reader porting 
into said recessed surface. so 

7. The device of claim 5 wherein said recessed sur- 
face defines a cylindrical well. 

8. The device of claim 5 wherein said recessed sur- ss 
face comprises a partial cylindrical surface. 

9. In a blood glucose monitoring system, a device for 

12. The device of claim 10 wherein said well-shaped 
concavity comprises first and second concavity por- 
tions adapted for accommodating different sized in- 
sulin containers, wherein said second concavity 
portion longitudinally extends from said first con- 
cavity portion deeper into said body than said first 
concavity portion, and wherein said second concav- 
ity portion comprises a smaller transverse cross- 
sectional area than a transverse cross-sectional ar- 
ea of said first concavity portion. 

13. The device of claim 9 wherein said recessed sur- 
face comprises a partial cylindrical surface. 

14. The device of claim 9 wherein said body comprises 
a portable blood glucose sensor. 

15. In combination: 

a medication container including a code ar- 
ranged on a portion of an exterior container sur- 
face; and 
a device for identifying a labeled content of the 
medication container, said device comprising: 

a body including a portion complementarily 
shaped to said medication container; 
a code reader arranged to read said code 
on said container when said container is 
positioned at said portion; 

8 
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a controller within said body and circuited 
to said code reader to receive a signal from 
said code reader corresponding to the read 
code, said controller comparing said signal 
to stored data; s 
a voice synthesizer for generating a 
speech pattern identifying the medication 
in said container responsive to said con- 
troller comparing said signal and stored da- 
ta; and io 
a speaker for broadcasting the speech pat- 
tern to provide an audible message to a us- 
er of the device. 

16. The combination of claim 15 wherein said container 15 
comprises a cylindrical vial. 

17. The combination of claim 15 wherein said container 
comprises a cylindrical cartridge. 

20 
18. The combination of claim 15 wherein said portion 

comprises first and second.well-shaped concavi- 
ties, said first well-shaped concavity adapted to re- 
ceive a vial-type medication container, said second 
well-shaped concavity adapted to receive a car- 25 
tridge-type medication container. 

19. The combination of claim 15 wherein said container 
comprises a base, wherein said body portion com- 
prises a stop element for engaging said container 30 
base, said stop element located at a first longitudi- 
nal distance from said code reader, and wherein 
said code is positioned on said container at a dis- 
tance from said container base equal to said first, 
longitudinal distance, whereby said code is longitu- 35 
dinally aligned with said code reader when said con- 
tainer is placed in said body portion. 

40 

45 
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